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TESTS OF REINFOROEDCONCRETE COLUMNS
SUBJ"ECTED TO LARGE PEROENTAGES
OF THEIR ULTIMATE LOADS FOR LONG PERIODS OF TIME
by Carl L. Kreidler
---_.__._----.....:_--,----
I. INTRODUCTION
1.' Prelimililary ~ The load which a 'reinforced oonorete
oolumn is oapable of oarrying indefinitely has long been a
moot question.' Existing bUilding codes allow a wide varia~
tion in the method of designing a reinforced ooncrete oolumn.
Obviously, the columns designed under various codes cannot all
have the proper factor of safety.
In an effort to standardize bUilding oodes~ the Amerioan
Concrete Institute throughi'ts Committee 105 on Reinforced Con- '
orete Column Investigation has sponsored an extensive inve$tiga-
tion. The general scope of this investigation was "toesta,blish
the fundamental relat~onships between the load, elastic proper-
ties, and ultimate strength of reinforced concrete columns as
affeoted by variation in Size, quality of concrete, amount and
arrangement of reinforcement, rate and method 01'-,loading, and the
effect of continuQus load over long periods of time."
,The findings of this' In:-vestigation have been published
as the work pregressed •. ~ The tent~t i veprogram: and the results
of the pre.l~minary tests of the.,'c'onc:rete were published in the
" '" .'" '."
JOURNAL of the American Conerete Institute for April, 1930 (1)*.
* Figures in parentheses are the reference num.bers listed at
the end of this paper.
..
....~ .-"
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The results obtained from Series 1 and 2 were published in the
February, 1931 JOURNAL (2}41 Series 1 was designed to study
the effect of different end conditions on the strength and
.other properties of the COlman's. Series 2 was designed to as·
certain whether the holding of load for a short period would
have any e1'fect on the strain and the ultimate" strength 01' the
column. This series also furnished information on the effect
of the amount and grade of the longitudinal 'reinforcement,'and
of the strength 01' concrete on theproperttes of the column.
In Series 7, reported in.the November, 1931 JOURNAL (3),
the effect of;' the amount and the grade· of wire spirals are stud-
ied. The final results 'of Series 3 in which the e1'fect 01' sus-
tained working loads on the deformation and strength of columns
are studied were reported in the January, 1932 JOURNAL (4}41
Although all referenoes which have been cited are stUd-
ies concerning the work done at Fritz Engineering Laboratory,
Lehigh University, similar studies have been made at the Engin-
eering Experiment Station, University 01' Illinois, and those
results were pUblished in conjunction with the reportsoited.
In general,the findings at the two institutions corroborated
eaoh other.
2. Purpose and Progr,mn - Series 4, the one reported here-
in, was designed for the purpose of· aseertaining the maximum,load
which a reinforced concrete column will sustain indefinitely.
Table 1 gives the program of tests for this series.
.,
,.
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All the eolumns inoluded in this series had. an outside
diameter ot &-3./4 in. and anove:rall length of 60 in. The con-
crete was designed fOT a strength of 3500 lb. per sq. in. at 50
d~Ys as determined one by 12-in. cylinders. The longitudinal
reinford"ng bars were of intermediate. grade steel and were 60
In. in length. Both ends of the bars were milled to insuredi-
reet bearing for steel and concrete•. The spirals,wer~ also of
intermediate grade and had an Gutside diameter of 8 in. and 'am-
overall length of 59 in.
3. Acknowledgment - All the tests reportedhereiil were
made in the Fritz Engineering Laboratory of LehlghUnlversity,
under the supervision of the late Professor w. A~ Slater and
Professor Inge Lyse, to whom acknowledgment is made for the~r
suggestions and criticisms and for the interest they have shown
in the progr~ of the tests. A.clmowledgment is al.so made ~o
those affiliated With the Fritz Engineering Laboratory for their
valuable assistance in' carrying out the tests.
II. MATERIALS , .
.0
4. Geme,nt - The cement used in these tests was furnished
free of charge by the Lehigh Portland Cement C.ompany fron',l .their
mill at Egypt, Pennsylvania. For the p~rposeof insuring ~riifGrm­
i ty of the cement, 225 barrels we.reset as:lde' f'rollia single bIn
of cement. During the packing of these ba.rrels~ test samples were
taken from barrels No. 25, 75, 125, 175 and 225. These "5 barrels
•'1
4
were retained by the cement company for sampling and testing
at later ages. This cement was packed in paper~lined wooden
barrels and stored in a dry plaoe.
No test of the cement was made at the Fritz Engineering
Laboratory, However; the results of standard tests on samples
of this cement made by the Lehigh Portland Cement company, are'
given in Table 2•. Table 2 shows that the cement has an average
fineness of approximately 89. per cent passing the No. 200 sieve,
was of good quality and gave high strength,
5.,Aggregates- The aggregates, both fine and coarse,
were donated by the Warner Company of Philadelphia, member of
the National Sand and Gravel Association. The aggregates oame
from near Morrisville, Pennsylvania. The fine aggregate con-
sisted of natural river sand and the coarse aggregate of gravel.
The sieve analysis of the aggregate is given in Table 3.
It is noted that the sand has 4 per cent passing the No. 48
sieve and approximately 50 per cent between the No.48 and No.28
in•
..
made
cent
.,
sieves. The average fineness modulus for the sand is 2.815.
The coarse aggregate had a maximum size of 3/4 in. and
j
was separated into two sizes,. N0. 4 to 3/S-in.,·. and 3/8 to 3/4-
In' this fnvestigation the com.bined coarse aggregate was
up'of 4Q p~r ce~t of the No.4 to 3!8-in. size and 60 per
'of'the 3/8 to 3/4-in~ size. This proportioning corresponds
very ciosely toCthe graduation of the gravel as received.
•..
".
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Specific gravity testa were made on" aggregates and the
results show.that the average specific gravity" is 2.60. Table
4 gives the detailed informati,on ·onthese tests.
6. Water - The mixing'water used in this investigation
was taken from the city water supply and was allowed to reach
room temperature before" being added to the mix.
"7. Reinforcement - The longitudinal reinforcement eon-
sisted of intermediate grade de:rorme'dstee~ bars." These bars
were donated by the Bethlehem Steel Company of Bethlehem, Penn-
sylvania. The bars were 22 ft. long when received. At the lab-
oratory they were cut into four 5-ft. lengths "and a 2-ft. test
coupon. The four 5-ft. lengths were used in the same column..
Eightl/2-in. square bars eorre.spond "to four per eent of longi-
tudinal reinforcement. and four" 5/e-in. rounds plus :four3/4-in'.
round !Jars correspend to six per cent of reinforcement.. The
ooupons from each set of four bars were tested in tension" for"
yield-point stress and ultimate strength. The summary of these
tests 1.s given in Table 5. Both yield-point stress and the'ul-
timate strength of the individual ooupons (based upon nominal
areas) varied "oonsiderably. "The'variation 1n'weights of bars
of, the same size "indicated that variation in strength wasprob-
ably due to the variation of thecross-sectlon. from the nominal
size of the bars. rather than difference in quality of the steel.
No modulus of elasticity tests were made but the modulus has been
assumed equal to 30,000.000 ~b~ per sq. in.
•, ~
..
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The lateral reinforcement consisted of spirals made from
hot-rolled intermediate grade steel rod. The lateral reinforce-
ment was donated by the American Steel and Wire Company of
Chlcago.'Il11nols. and fS9ricmted .1ntQs,p~ra~s by the Americ,an
.: '.
System of 'Reinforcing. The spirals had an outside diameter of
8 in., and an overall'length. ·of59 in. Three extra' turns of wire
•• >.
were provided at each end of the spiral. A No •. 5 wire, having a
1.35-in. pitch gave 1.2 per cent lateral re1nfGrcement, and a 1/4
in. wire having al.2-in. pitch gave '2.0 per oent lateral rein-
forcement. ,A test coupon was attaohed to each spiral. The aver-
age tensile strength on these coupons was t35,500 and 74,700 lb.
, ,
per sq.in•. for the No.5 and the 1/4-1n. rods, respeotively ('Jable
5). It will be noted that the ultimate strength of the No.5 rod
is oonsiderably above that of the,l/4-1n. rod and that of the lon~
gitudinal reinforcement.
III.. METHODS
8. Fabrication of Reinforcement ," The reinforoement for
each column was assembled into one unit before being placed in
the mold. For the purpose ofoarrying the strain gage holes,
1/2-1n. steel cubes were welded to four of the longitudinal bars
at intervals of 10 in. along their length thus forming a continu-
ous rOw <:>1" five lO-in. gage lengths on eaoh bar. The, end cubes
were placed so as to be five inohes from the ends of the columns.
..:
",
Provisions were made to have tour gage lines on elements,gO
degreesapart,arOWld ,the eolumn. Elements 1 and 3 were at
opposite "ends ot one diameter.. and 2 and 4 atopposlte ends
of ,the other""
•
•
•
9. Propor~ioning ot the M~~es - All the concrete used
in this series of tests. Series 4.• haa.... a design strength" of
3500 lb. per sq. in. - at- ~E:rde.y~ ..'.L'h'e\ concrete was of 1:2.65: 4'. 00
mix by weight of the dry materlals~ Thesepropertions were se-
lected from the preliminary test results on the cC?nc;rete (1). The
assumption was made that the amount of water absorbed by the dry
aggregateseorresponded to 0." per cent of their weight. The oe-"
ment content was 5.02 sacks per eu.• yd. and the net water (H:mtent
39 gal. per ou.yd. of concrete, or "-3/4.gal. per sack ot cement.
Table 6 gives. the summarized data on the concrete.
10. Mixing - The ooncrete was mixed in a kettle-shape~
I
mixer of about 2.5 cu. ft. oap.8:o~ty. Fo~ the oolumnsof Groups A
and B the dry materials were mixed for one minute. Water was then
added and mixing continued for three 'minutes more. '. For the remain-
der of the columns, the time for mixing the dry materials was in-
.
creased to two minutes. Since a conside~able 'period elapsed be-
tween the making of the columns of this series, small lumps were
present in the oement. Because of the presence of these lumps the:"1 __•
time of dry mixing was increased to two minutes. One batoh of con-
crete was sufficient for one colunm and its three control oylinders.
..
- ..
•
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11.; Slump - A Slump test wa.s taken on each batch, a.fter
the ooncrete had been dumped into a metal oontainer. A standard-
slwnpconewas filled in three layers of equal depth;sach layer
being rodded apP~oX:im~telY 25 times with a 5!S-1n. bullet-point.,..
eO. steel rod. _The uniformity in slump throughout the series is
~ood;alt,hou:gh 16- months elapsed between the making of the first
,and the last column (see Table 7). The §verage slump 01'- each
group of colUInn$ is given in Table 8~ The slump tests indicated
that all the batches fell within workable ranges.
12. Placing and Curing of Concrete - Oontinuous placing·
was used. in the concreting oct the oolumns. During theplaeing~
the concrete was rodded continuously with a l!2-in. steel rod
and the mold was tapped with a hammer in order to consolidate
the mass. The concrete was heaped above the top 01' the mold.
About four hours after concreting., the excess material.was re-
moved from the top. of the mold and the oolumns were capped !lith
,- ..~
1!2-in. long was set in the concrete beside each lug an the lon-'
gitudinal bars. Neat cement paste was used to embed the plugs in
the c()ncrete~ The,plugs in the concrete and the lugs on the
",
•
bars were coated with "cosmic anti...rust preparationfi and the
"
oolumns were placed in the D10istroom. The setting ~f plugs
In: the conorete for colwnns of GroupsC and D was dispensed
With, beca~se previous tests showed that the oon0rete def0rmed
wi th the steel.,
The relative humidit.y of the moist room was maintained
at 100 per cent and the temperature 'Was controlled to 70 degrees
F. After the oolumns had reached an age of at l~ast seven days
they were removed from the moist room, gage holes were drilled
in the plugs and lugs,. and the columns were replaceCl in the moist
room. The period which the columns were out of the moist room:
was not long enough to affect the strength of the c'olumn.
The control cylinders made with the columns were stored
in the moist room until the day of test.
13. Deformatie-n of Column ;During Curing - In 'order to
determine the strains set up during placing an9 curing, the lon-
gitudinal reinforcement of Column 22 had gage holes drilled into
the longitudinal reinforcement before the reinforcement was
placed in the form and zero'r,eadings were taken. st;rain gage
abservations were taken immediately after the form was removed,
at the time of placing thee.ol:tnnn .,in the moist room~nd at vari-
ous times in the moist room. Tllese data have been plotteEt in
Fig. 1. The maximum strain observed after 56 days curing in the
moist roam was 100 millionths. It will be noted that at the age
•'.
•
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of 56· days compressive strains ware present at elevations 2 and
3 andtensfle strains at elevs.tiQDs 1, 4 and 5. However, the
strains observed were not large enoug~ at any time to affect
the strains. during the testing.
14. Testing - When the columns of Groups A, C and D had
reached an age of 56 days theY were removed from the moist room
for testing. The testing of the oolumns of Group Bwes neces-
sarily delayed due ,to a break-down of the testing maehineuntil
an age of 112 days Vias reached. The columns which were tested
directly to failure were placed in'an SOO,OOO-lb. twin vertical
screw Riehle testing machine and tested "fast" {2} in the usual
manner. A spherical bearing block was used at the top 0f" the
oolumn. . The columns which sustained loads for a. considerable
period were placed in a loading rig.
The loading rig consisted ot a set of heavy helical
springs, three steel plates and four tension rods. Five of"
these rigs are now being used. Fig. 2 shows a column in the
loading rig. The load was applied through helical springs held
between two heavy steel plates at the lower end of the rig.
Four st~el rods transmitted the l~ad fremthe s'J'rings through
tribution of the lCi)ad, planed stf!el bearlngplates were used
at the ends of the column ~d pieces of beaver board were in-
se:b:ted between the bearing plates and the leading plates.
•
..
an upper' plate to the column•
. .
In order to seoure ". 8. good dis...
•- 11
'fhe rods and loading plates for. these rigs were donated
by the Bethlehem Steel Company 'of Bethlehem, Pennsylva.nta. Fifty
af the helical springs were 'lo'aned to the laboratory for two
years through the courtesy of ·the Lehigh Valley Railread.
The l1lethod of loading a column in a rig consisted of
on /hi! flo"r "f/he ftlj,,,rqlorf' .
assembling.the oolumn and the la':lding rig/\and then placing t~e
assembly on the table of the 800,000.lb. te.stlng machine. Lead,
was applied b~ bringing the head of the maohine ,down on the lead·
ing blook whioh ~s placed on the top plate of the rig, thus put- .
.. '
ting the column Wlder compressionande.ompressing the springs. At
. , ., .
this stage theBe was no load on the tension rods and strain gage
observations were taken to esta.blish azeFO reading.. Two IO....in.
gage lengths had been placed on each rod. ,The gage lengths were
located on the opposi teend.s t!)f the same diameter of the rod. The
Ruts were then tiglatened on the tension rods·and the load exerted
by the testing maohine was released. The load on ,the oolumn was
controlled by adjusting the nuts until the· proper average strain
was observed lnthe tension rods.
The prooedure tor ohecking the load on the column was
the same as tor the loading of the oolqmn. A new zero reading
was taken each time the load wasadj\i~t.~d.
,. ":r' . •
••
..
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IV • TEST DATA,
15. Presentation of lJata - The data are presented in" '
Tables 1 to 11 and Fig. '1 to 26, 1.n:eiusive. Table 1 giv:es the
program of tests and Tables 2, 3 and 4 give the data on the
cement and aggregates.' The summarized data on 'the ,relnforce-
ment" the concrete, the oolumns, and the strength of. the oon-
• .~. h'
crete are given in Tables 5 j 6,7,-.& 8) respectively.. ['able 9
p:resents stress-strain data on tlietension rods used in the
+,:,. ~
loading rig. The computed distribution 'of ultimate load ot
columns having 0, 1.2 or 2 per cent-of spiral reinforQement
are given in Tables 10 and 11.
In Fig. 1 the strains set up in Column 22 during placing
and curing are presented. Fig. 2 is a photograph of the type of
loading rigs used in tb:~se tests. Photographs of the columns in
Groups A~ B" C aI!d D are given in Fig. 3, 4, 5 and 6, respective-
ly. Fig. 7- shows the relation b·etween the strains and duration
of tests, tor all' the columns which 'sustained loads. The stress-
strain diagram for the columns in Group A loaded "fast" is given
in Fig. f3. Fig. 9 is a ph0tograph Gf Columns 6 and 13 after
,
being under load for 12 aDd 10 months, respectively. The stress...
strain diagrams for Column? and similar eo1umns are given in
]fig., iI, and the stre:$s-st';ain diagram fer the "fast" loaded
columns for Group E is plotted in Fig. 12. The deformation dia-
~ams toreolumns' 13 and 14 are given.in Fig. 13 and 14. Fig.15
gives the stress-strain diagram for the "fast" loaded columns of
Group c.
.. ,
'.
..
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Fig. 16 is a photograph of ColUmn 18 in the loading
rig~ The stress-strain diagram for the "fast" loaded columns
of Group D 1s plotted in Fig. 17. The stress-strain curve for
the tension rods us.ed 'in ,the~oa:diI!g' rig 'is giv~m in' Fig. 18.
\
':'The load-deformation diagrams for b!irs cnt tromthe longitudin-
, . ,
al reinforoement ofColtnnn 15 a:ndt"rom the longi tl,rdina;J: rein-
forc'em~nt taken from the stock pile are plotied 1Jl Fig.•; 19. 20
slid 21... The effeet of the amount of longitudinal reinfercement
on the stress-strain diagram is shown. in Fig., 22. Fig. 23 and
2& show the effect of spiral on the strength and on the deform-
ation of theeo'lumn. respectively. , Fig. 25 shows the variation
in strain along the·lengt'h 01' Column 22. Fig. 26 gives the
stress-strain diagram tor Column 25.
16.· Group A - When the columns ,of Group·A which had four
..:, _ .••" l _' <
~. ~ _.' ,'__ '.,>, -.*"-"'S ~ ',."~~
per cent long1tudina! and zero per "c'en'b'spi-ral reinfort)ement,
.. '
reached an age of 56 days they were removed fram the'moist room
and tested•. Columns 1.2 and 3'were tested "fast" to failure.
strain gage observations were taken during the testing' a.nd are
presented in Fig. 8. The average ultimate load carried by these
three e~lumns was 217,000 lb. which was taken as the 100 per cent
strength of all the columns 1n this group. Column 4 was to be
SUbjected to 95 per cent of the ultimate strength but carried
only 93 per cent. Column 5 sustained 90 percent of the 'strength
but held the load for only a few minutes. Column 6, shown to the
left in Fig. 9, has now been under 80 per cent of the s~rength
I .
.i
14
for 17 months and has an average deformation of 5500 millionths.
In Fig. 10 the deformation diagram is plotted for this column~
Column 7 was subjected to 70 per cent of the strength
tfiJr 115 days, the load was then released and the colUmn. loaded
to failure. Because Column'o, subjected to BO'per cent of the
strength,showedno signs of distress, and the deformation curves
• '.. •• •• • >
for the two columns a~e similar. (see .Fig. 7). it was deemed prof-
itable to release the 70 per cent load and use ·this loading rig
for another column. The maximum load carried by this column was
253,000.lb. or 17 per cent greater than the average 11lB.Ximum. load
carried by three similar columns at an age of 56 dpys. the stress
for this column and. similar columns is plotted against the strain
in Fig. 11.
I? Group B - Due to a break-down of the tes ting machine
the testing of the columns of Group B, which had 4 per cent lon-
gitudinal and 1..2 per cent spiral reinforcement, was necessarily
delayed until the columns had reached an age of 112 days~ The
average load carried by Columns 8, 9 and 10 was 282,000 lb. when
,
tested "fast" to. failure." The average stress-strain curve for
these columns is shown in Fig.• 12. C0l:umn 11 sustained 95 per
cent of the strength for 45 minutes. Column 12 sustained 90 per
cent of the strength for 65 hours and was then tested to failure,
giving a maximum load of 287,000 lb. Column 13 was also supject-
"'. ed to 90 per cent of the str~ngth and has now sustained this load
for 12 months, and has an average deformation of 14,000 millionths •
•
'.
'.
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This oolumn is shown, to the right in Fig. 9. The deformation
diagram for this column is plotted in,Fig~ l3~ Column 14 was
not placed under load but was stored with and used as a con-
trol oolumn for Column 13.' The observations taken on this
column a.re plotted in Fig. '14.
18. Group 0 - The columns of Group C which had 4 per
,'
cent longitudinal and 2 per cent spiral reinforoement, were
tested at the age;,of 56 days. The average ultimate strength
of Columns 15, 16 and 17 was 304,00Q'lb. The average stress-
strain curve for these columns is shown in Fig, 15. ' Column 18
held 95 per cent of the strength,but after a day under this
load the column ha.d buokle~so,badly ~hat the load was released
and' the test discontinued. Fig. 16 shows this' column after the
load had been released. The behavior of Column ~9 which was
loaded to 90 per cent of the strength, was similar to that of
"
.
,
, '
,
Column ,18, except that the buckling effeot was not as great.
Column 20, which was loaded to 85 per cent of the strength.,
has been under this load for 10 weeks and shows no alarming
signs of distress. Column 21 has been SUbjected to 80 per oent
of the strength for 9 weeks. The deformations of Columns 20 an~
21 are shown with those of all columnssustalning l!oads in Fig.7.,
,~~:. Group D - The average ultimate strength at 56 days,
for Columns 22, 23'and 24 of Group D, which had 6 per cent lon-
gitUdinal and 2 per oent spiral reinforcement, was 335,000 lb.
••
•
'.
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The stress-strain observations "for these columns are plotted
in Fig. 17. , Column 25 has been loaded to 90 per cent of the
strength for five weeks and shows an average strain of 9800
millionths, but no alarming signs of distress. The stress-
strain curve for this column is plotted in Fig. 25. Columns
26, 27 and 28 are 'being stored in the moist room for later
tests and have now reached an age of 70 days, no loading rigs
being available at 56 days, for the testing of these columns.
20. Control Cylinders - Three 6 by 12-in. control cyl-
inders were made with each column,stored moist and tested at
the same age as the corresponding column. The average cylinder
strengths are given in Table 8. Deformation readings were
taken on one of each of the three cylinders and the average
deformations are plotted in Fig. 8, 12, 15 and 17, together
with the stress-strain relation for the corresponding columns
which were tested "fast" to failure.
21. Additional Tests - Since the determination of the'
amount of loadbionha column in a loading rig was measured by
the strains in the tension rods, the determination of the mod-
ulus of elasticity of these rods was necessary. These test
data are tabulated in Table 9 and the results are plotted in
Fig. 18. It will be noted from Table 9 that three specimens
were tested and that the results agree very well. The average
ultimate strength of the rods was 61,800 lb. per sq. in. ahd
the yield-point was 'approximately 38,000 lb. per sq.,in. Which
••
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is considerably above the stress to whieh the rods are sub-
jeoted in the rig. The modulus af elasticity for these rods
as taken from the curve in Fig. 18 is 29,450,000 lb. per sq.
in.
In order to study whether the stressing of the longi-
tudinal reinforcement beyond the yield-point stress in com-
pression a:ffected the load carrying capacity of the reinforce';'
ment, compression tests were made on coupons from bars of
Column 15 whioh previously had been tested to failure. The
concrete was breken away fr9Dl the center portion. of the column
and from ~our of' the 1!2.....1n. squl\re 1anglttidina1 bars l()-in.
sections were cut with theaeetywene tc:>rBh.FrQm the 10""1n.
section a 3"'ln. test coupon was machined. These coupons were
tested in compression., The data are pr.esented in Fig.• 19,;.
Also, four 3...1-n. test coupons were machined trom 1/2-
inl, square bars taken directly from the sto,ekpile and tested
similarly to the coupons taken from Column 15. These data are
presented in Fig. 20. In Fig. 21 the load deformation:Jrelation
is plotted for a 3-in. eompressive specimen for which the load
was released and then app11ed again at a strain below the yield
,
point strain of the bar, and also' at a, strain slig~tly above
, .
the 'yield polntand at a strain about 15 times the Yleld~!,oint
s train of the b,ar".
v. DISCUSSION OF DATA
..
22. Froperties of theConerete - 'The summarized data
an the strength of the control cylinders are given in Table 8.•
, .,
It will be noted that the unif'om,l ty in strength·is· good" es-
• .. peCiallY since' as will be seen from Table 7, sixteen months
'.
. .
elapsed 'between the making ot the first and last columns, The
uniformity of the oylinder strengths fer the oolumns of Groups
A and B is especially good. The average strength for Groups A
and 'B were 3780 and 4140 lb. per sq. in. respectively. Th@5dif-
ference in strength between the two groups is probably due to
the difference in age attest, Group A. was tested at the age
of 56 days and Group B at 112 days.
Theuniformi ty . in strength for Groups C and D is not as
good as that for Groups A and B.Also the average strengths
for Groups C and D are considerably below those fslt' Groups A
and B. However, the average cylinder strength for GroupsC and
D 'are in close agreement with each other, being 3430 and 3360
lb. per sq. in., respectively. By referringt'o Table 7 it will.
be noted that the first columns o~ Group A were made on November
18, 1930~and the. last' eolumnsof Group'B,on January 27,1931.
'!'he flrst"celumns of Group C were made on December 10, 1931 and
the'las't'colunms,ot Grou!> D were made on March 1,1932. The
time of the 'making Gf'the eolumnswas governed by the time at
whiehloading rigs were available. At present five loading rigs
are being used, but' at the beginning of the testing there were
••
"
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only two rigs available. On January 19, 1932 three more rigs
were added to the laboratory equipment. Approximately one
year elapsed between the making of the first two groups and
the last two groups of oolumns.· It was pointed out in section
10, on Mixing, that the cement deteriorated during this period
and the deterioration probably aoeounts to a large degree, for
the lower strength and less uniform1ty in the s~rengths for
Groups C and D.
,
The stress-strain relations for the control oylinders
are plotted in Fig. 8, 12, 15 and ~7 for Groups A, a, C and D~
respectively. These relations gave smooth ourves in all in-
stances and the curves lie slightly above the curves for
"oolumns less reinforc.ement."
23. Distribution 01" Load on Columns LGaded"Fastu -
Table 10 gives the distribution of load foroolumns haVing four
per oent longitudinal reinforcement, no spiral reinforoementand
tested f.7tast" to failure. The assumpt.1on was made that the con-
crete in·the column carried 75 per oent of the oylinder strength
. Me
at the ultImate load. This assumption agrees withl\conclusion
given in the report of Series 3 (4). The difference between the
ultimate load on the column and the load carried by the eonerate
is attributed to the longitudinal reinforcement. The ratio of
this difference to the total yield-point strength of the longi-
tudinal reinforcement is oalled the effeotiveness ratio ot the
longitudinal reinforoement. The average effeotiveness ratio of
..
..
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the longitudinal reinforcement tor columns 1. 2 and 3 1s '17 per '
cent'l! By referring to the photograph of Columns 1. 2 and 3 in
Fig. 3 it will be seen that buckling of the longitudinal bars
near the top of the column preoipitated the faUure.. The photo-
graph indicates that the longitudinal reinforcement may not have
added, its full yield-point strength to the ultimate strength of
the oolumn.
Table '11 gives the distribution of load tor columns hav-
ing four and six per cent longitudinal rei:n:roroementand 1.2 and
2.0 per oent.splra:.l reinforcement and tested "fast" ·tG fal1-u.re.
The ultimate strength of the CGlumn was oonsideredequal to 75
per oent of the cylinder strength at the concrete times the net
oore area. the total yield-point strength of the longitudinal
reinforcement. and the total. yield-point strength of the spiral
reinforoement times its effectiveness ratio.. The effeotiveness
ratios were 1.59 and 2.02 tor the 1.2 and 2.0 per cent spiral
reinforcement, respectively. These values are in fair agreement
with the values found tor corresponding columns lnSeries 3 (4) •
.,
Attention is called to the fact that by the methed lased for de-
termining the effectiveness ratio ot the spiral reinforcement
&1.1 the errors are aggregated into this ratio, For example. a
difference of 10 per cent in the cylinder strength for Column 8
in Table ll.would result in a 32 per cent change in the effect-
iveness ratio. Likewise, other experimental errors would atfect
••
•
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the effeQtlveness ratio similarly.. In the light of these
considerations the agreement at the values for effective-
ness ratios for the spirals 1s fairly good.
In Fig. 22 the stress-strain diagra:ms tor the "fast"
loaded columns having four and six per oent longitudinal re-
inforcement and two per cent spiral reinforcement, have been
plotted. On the assumption that the stress-strain curve tor
the longitudinal reInforcement is a straight line having a
modulus of 30,000,000 lb. per sq. in. up to the yield point
and then Is a straighi; horizontal line, the ourves for
"columns less reintoreememt" coincide tor the two groups of
columns. This indioates that the concrete'in the o'Glunms had
the same modulus of elast1cityand the deformation 01' the
column Is apparently not af:fected by the action of the spiral.
24. Distribution at Load on Columns Sustaining a Load.-
The distribution at the load :for oolumnssustaining a load Is. )
essentially the same as the distribution for columns' loaded
"fast" to failure. The a.ssumptiGn was made that the load
carried by the longitudinal reinforcem.ent varied directly With
the deformation until the yield point was reaohed and then con~
tinued to earry the yield-point load until a deformation of at
least ten times the yield-point deformation is exoeeded. This
assumption is in accord with the findings of ,H. M. westergaard
•..'
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and W.,R. Osgood (5)., It will be. noted from, Fig. 7 that for
all of the' columns having spiral,reintoreernent. the average
strain was greater th81'1 the yield-point stJ,;'ain (l470illllionths)
of the longitudinal relnforee~ent immediately after the columns
. . .
were loaded. For the eol~s having no ,spiral reinforeemen~t
the average strain exceeded the,yield-point strain after a few
, ,
days under load.. The maximum strainobserv~don,a column to
date is 9.5 t,imes the yield-point strain of the longitudinal re-
inforcement.. T.he~efore, the str~ss in theeoncrete tor any par-
ticular column under sustained load re~ained practically con-
stant. It follows that the laws governing the flow of plain
conaret,e also apply for the conoretein the· reinfo.roed eolumns.
the ljajor causes of the :flow being the magnitude of stress and
the duration of test (6) •
It will be noted that with the assumptions made, the
computed stress su.stained by,theconerete in the columns ha'Ving
the three greatest strains at a given duratl()D. of test (Fi8.'7)
1s greater than the cylinder strengths for these columns (Table
a). However, these .()()J.umns have either 1.2 or 2.0 per eent spi-
ral reinforoement and thus permit the higher stresses in the
ooncrete. That Is, the spiral in itself does not strengthen
the column, but the lateral restraint offered by the spiral to
the concrete permits the stress in the concrete to be even great-
er than the cylinder strength without failure of the column.
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In order to determine the stress-strain relation in
oompression for the longitudlnalreinforoement. tests were
made on 1/2-in. square bars 3 in. in length cut from the
longit.udinal reinforcementotColumn 15 and from bars on the
stock pile. Column 15 had been tested to failure before the
coupons were out from the longitudinal reinforoement. The
stress-strain curves for the ooupons taken from column 15 are
fheplotted in Fig. 19. the curves for the ooupons taken from"stock
pile are plotted in Fig. 20 and 21. It will be noted from Fig.
19 and 20 that the curves show a 'definite t'knee P but the break
in the ourve is mQre abrupt for the coupons taken from the stock
pile. It will alao be noted that the break in the curve occurs
at a lower load than the load at which the ourVes forthecou- '
pons from Colwnn 15 occurs. The initial slope of the ourve for
the coupons from Column 15 is less than tha.t for the coupons
from the stock pile. In seouring the data for the ourve in
Fig. 21. the load was released at a deformation b~low the yield-
point. slightly above the yield poUlt and also considerably
above the yield point. It will be noted that the loading curve
,
coincides With the unloading curve in each instant, and the
slopes or the second and third loading and unloading curves
are the same as the slope of ourve for the first loading.
•f,
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From Fig. 20 the yield point of the longitudinal rein-
foroement in compression 1s a.pproximately 38,000 lb. per sq. in.
which is about 15 per oent below the yield point in tension.
This is contrary to the findings of other Investig~to~~ (5).
The type of test used seemed to precipitate a lower yield point
and the number of tests made was not sufficient to warrant de-
finite conclusions. However the tests were oomparative and
justify the oonclusion that the stressing of the longitudinal
reinforcement beyond the yield point does not injure the load-
carrying properties of the reinforoement. The tests indioate
that the load-carrying properties are improved at strains above
the yield-point strain.' Also indioa.tions are that the deferma.-
tiono! the longitudinal reini"oroelllent must be at '.laa;jt ten times
the yield-point deformation before the load carried by the rein-
foroemeht is appreciably greater than the yield-point strength.
25. Effeot of Amount of Spiral Reinforoellent on
strength of Column - In Fig. 23 the maximum loads
carried by the columns having four per cent longitudinal rein-
forcement and loaded "fast" have been plotted against the amount
of spiral reinforcement. It is seen from the figure that the
sprial oontributed oonsiderably to the strength of the oolumn.
Fro~' the curve it appea.rs that the 1.2 per oent was more effe0t~
ive than the 2 per cent of·spiral reinforoement. The effeotive-
ness ratio of the 2 per cent spiral, however, was greater than
••
•
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that tor the.l.2 per cent spiral, as is shown in Table 11. The
apparent inconsistency is brought about by the facts that the
longitudinal reinforcement does not add its full yield-point
streng~h to the columns having no spiral reinforcement and that
the cylinder strengths of the three groups of columBa differ
considerably,' The&ongitudinal reinforcement in the columns
haVing no spirals had an average effectiveness ratio of only
77 per cent and in the columns having spirals the effectiveness
ratio~~p taken as 100 per cent.
From Table 8 it is s~en that the cylinder strengths
for the col~s of Groups B and C were 4140 and 3430 Ib.. per
sq. in., respectively•
26. Effect of Amount of Spiral Reinforcement on
Deformation - In Fig. 24 the stress is plotted
against the strain for columns having 4 per cent longitudinal
reinforcement and 0. 1.2 and 2 per cent of spiral reinforcement.
It will be noted that the three curves lie close together. The
modulus of elasticity of the concrete seems to determine the po-
sition of the curves. Since the modulus of elastioity va,l'ies
with the strength of the concrete, the columns haVing the high-
est cylinder strength should show the least strain at a given
load. The curves in Fig. 24 arrange themselves in order of their
cylinder strengths so that it is reasonable to assume that the spi-·
ra1 reinforcement has no effeet on the stress-strain relation for
••
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these columns within the range of loads for which strain
measurements were taken.
27. Variation of Deformation Along the Length of the
Column ... In Fig, 25 the stress-strain relations
for various sections along the length of Column 22 have been
plotted. This is the same column for which deformations dur-
ing placing and curing were taken, The points lie on smooth
curves and are very nearly parallel. This parallelism indi-
cates that the strains are very nearly uniform throughout the
, '
length of. the column, indicating a high uniformity in quality
of concrete throughout the length of the column. At the high-
er stresses, howeoger l the strains at section 2 ot the column,
are slightly greater than at the other sections, By referring
to Fig. 6 it will be seen that the photograph of Column 22 in-
dicates higher strains in section 2.
As was pointed out in the cUsc{usslon of Fig. 1, the
strains set up during placing and c,uring were not large enough
to cause t@e column to show the larger strains near the top of
the column. In the method of test the load was applied to the
oolumn through a "free" spherical blook which was placed at
the top of the column. The bottom of the oolumn rested directly
on the table of the machine and gave the erfect or a "flat-ended"
column. This difference in end condition is apparently respon-
sible for greater strains a t the top of the column.
••
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28. Releasing of Sustained LGads on Columns - After
Column 7 had been under 70 per oent 01' the ultimate load for
115 days, the lQad was released and the oolumn was tested
"fast" to failure. The stress-s train relations for this and
for simdlar oolumns are plotted in Fig. 11. After 115 days
under load the total strain in Column 7 was approximately 2500
' ..
millionths. After the load was released. the average strain
was only slightly less than the yield-point strain. It will
be noted from Fig. 11 that during the release of the sustained
load the oolumn developed lateral cracks at a stress of approx-
imately 1000 lb •. per sq.in. Upon subsequent loading of the
column to failure, the lateral cracks were closed and the
stress·.-strain curve straightened out. The maximum load carried
bY,thiS, column was 253,000 lb., or 17 per cent greater than the
average ultimate strength of the control oolunrns tested "fast"
to failure at the age of 50 da1s.
In Fig. 26 the stress-strain relation for Oolwnn 25
has been plotted. Three days after this column had been under
90 per oent of its ultimate lead the column had buokled so that
it was in oontact With the rods of the loading rig. The 10a4
was released and the eolmnn was sllifte4 SE) as to be free trom
the loading rods. At five days it was again necessary to shift
the column. It will be noted from F1g.26that both times the
load was released the stra:in reoovery was about 1700 millionths,
even though the total s trai n was consi derably gre.ater than the
yield-point strain of the longitudinal reinforcement.
•'.
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29. Shrinkage of Column in Dry-storage .. In Fig. 14
!
the deformation readings for Column 14 have been plotted
aga~nst th,e duration of test. Column 14 is a companion
oolumn of Column 13 and has been stored in the air af the
laboratory under no load. The curve is rather irregular,
but the scale of plotting is such that a small differenee
in the stra~n represents a considerable change in the curve.
The trend of the curve shows an increase of strain with an
increase of d\U"ation of test. However, the rate of inerease
1s diminishing as the duration of the test increases. The
curve represents shrinkage and tempera.ture effects on the
, '.
column. The marke~ irregularities in the curve are probably
0sased by difference 1n temperature. The readings on Colwnn
, 14 were talten on the same days as those ror Column 13. The
...
•
readings for Column 13 are plotted in Fig. 13, and give a re-
latively SDlGotheur1Je. However. the samefaetors which tend.
to make the curves irregular are present in the data for
Colman ez as for ,Column 14, but the differenoe in scale makes
the irregularities insignificm t. The maximum strain observed
for Oolmnn 14 was appreximately 250 millionths at 180 days.
The corresponding str~1n for Col~ 13 was approximately 11,400
millionths. Thu~, the maximum. shrinkage and' temperature strain
represents only 2.2 per cent of the total strain observed in
Colurtm 13.
••
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30~ Effect of Sustained Load on Deformation of
eo~umns - In Fig.? the relation between strain
and duration of test have been plotted for all the oolumns
which have been under sustained loads. It will be noted that
three of the columns have been under load for more than 100
days while the remaining three have been under load less than
100 days~ In general, the strain in the columns at a given
time vary aocording to the load on the column, the column sus-
taining the highest load having the greatest strain, and the
lowest load the least strain. It must be remembered. hewever,
that-the strains are nearly all above the yield-point strain of
the longitudinal reinforcement and a slight increase in lead
oa.uses considerable increase in strain.
In Fig. 10 the-strein-duration of test curve for Column
6 having four per cent lengitudinal and zero per cent spiral re-.
inforeement has been plotted. The oolumn has been under a load
of 174,000 lb. or 80 per oent of the ultimate load for 17 months,
and at present has an average deformation of 5500 millionths.
This deformation is 3.7 times the yield-point strain of the lon-
gitudinal reinforoement, but the column shows no signs of dis-
tress. Shortly after the oolumn was subjeoted to load, longitu-
dinal cracks appeared at the ends of the columns along the rein-
forcing bars. The location of- these cracks is shown by black
lines in Fig. 9. The curve ih Fig. 10 is fairly smooth and the
slight irregularities are probably due to adjustments of the
sustained load or variations in. temperature.
••
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The strains for Column 13 whioh had 4 per cent lon-
gi tudinal and 1.2 per cent spiral reinforoement, and is'
loaded to 90 per eent of the ultimate load, have been plot-
ted against the duration of test in Fig·. 13. '!'his column
has now been sUbjeoted'.to.a load of 254,000 lb. for about 12
months. The outer shell of the concrete has spalled oft at
several plaoe.s but the oolumn.shoW's no alarming signs of' dis-
tress. It will be noted that the strain inoreased a large
amount tor a small increase (;)1.' the duration of test for the
first few days. Soon after the test bEtg~, the load on the
colmon had to be released in order to add springs to the
loading rig. After 10 months the load hatite be releaJS;sd
again in order to move the column free frQ1ll the tension rods
on the rig.
The irregulari ties in the eurve in Fig. 13 are prob-·
ably due to adjustment of the sQs'ta1ned load. In a.bout 12
months the average deformatiGll for this column inoreased from
about 2300 to 14,000 millionths. This deformation is now
about '9.5 times the yield-point strain of the longitudinal
reinforcement. Atter the first few days the rate ef increase
of strain decr&&sed considerably and the rate of increase ot
strain is still gradually decreasing.
•,
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VI. . SUMMARY
31.:. Conellsions - Thei'oregoing test data and dis-
oussion lead to the t'ollowlng eonclusions'.
1'. The strength of the concrete oontrol cylinders
for the different graups ot columns varied considerably,
but the agreement in the strengths of the cy~lnders of the
same group wa.s fair.
2. The strains measured an the steel agreed very
well with those m.easured OIl the ooncrete fer all thecol.tls
•for which both sets of observatloIlS were taken.
3. The stress"!'-straln curve for any column showed no
definite yield point.
4. The stress-strain curves for columns loaded "fast"'
are SUbstantially equal to the summation of the stress-strain
ourves for the longitudinal reinfQreementand the concrete.
5. Variation in amount ot spiral reinforcement had
practically no effect Gn the deformation of the'''fas't'' load-
ed oolumn, within the range of the observed strains.
i. The defarmation of the concrete in the reinforoed
,columns was larger than that for their eontroleylinders at
a given stress.
7. The distance between the deformation eurve£\ tor
the columns at different B.DlOWlts of lengitudinal reinforce-
ment corresponds to the distance between the curves for the
•,
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reinforcement alone, indicating that in the reinforced columns
the effectiveness of the concrete in carrying load at any given
strain was independent of the amount of reinforcement used.
8. The strength of columns having approximately the
same strength of concrete and the same yield-point strength
of longitudinal reinforcement increased regularly With the
increa.se in spiral reinforcement.
9. The ultimate strength of a concrete column having
both longitudinal and spiral rein.foroement may be considered
equal ,to; fa) '15 per cent of the cylinder strength of the con-
crete-times the net core area, (b) the total yield-point
strength of the longitudina.l reinforcement, and to) the total
yield-point strength of thesp1ral reinforoanent times its ef-.
fectiveness ratio•
10. For columns which had sustained a large' peroentag'e
of their ultimate strength for a short time, the shrinkage and
temperature effect were small when compared with the total
plastic deformation.
11. For the spiral reinforced columns sustaining a load,
the strains in the column exceeded the yield-point strain of the
longitudinal reinforcement during the application of the test
loa.d. The strain in the columns having no spira.l reinforc·ement
exceeded the yield-point strain of the longitudinal reinforce-
ment after a few days underload•
••
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l2 L Indioations are that after the yield-point
strength of the longitudinal re~nforcement has been de-
veloped, the strain must be at least ten times the yield-
point strain of the longitudinal reinforcement before the
longitudinal reinforcement will carry any appreciable addi-
tional load.
13. 'I'he deformation of eolumna sustaining the !Same
percentage of ul.timate load was greatest forool.umns having
2 per cent spiral reinforcement and least for the oolwma
having 0 per oent spi~al.
14. Ind~eations are that a reinforced concrete column
is oapable of sustaining 80 per oent of its ultimate strength
indefinitely.
32. Review 0'1 the Problem- The n.umber of columns un-
der test is too small and the period of time for which these
columns have been su.bject.ed to sustained loads is too short to
warrant definite conclusions. Hewever, the d'ata are interest-
ing and inviteturther investigation. Information regarding
the flaw of plain columns and the flow of colwnns having only
spiral reinforcement would probably add a great deal to the
study of. the flow of reinforced columns.
A series of tests en longitudinal. reinforoement stressed
in the 'vicinity of the yield point and also beyond the yield
point would furnish valua.ble da.ta.. It is, customary to assume
..
•
the yield point in compression to b.e equal to the yield point
in tension., but even this relat10n has not been well demon- ..
s·trated. The magnitude of the load which a reinforoing bar
will sustain after the yield-poi.nt strain of the bar has been
exoeeded is of vital importanoe. It is fairly well establish-
ed that the plastio defomatiol101' reinforced ooncrete oolumns .
may exceed the yieJ.d-point strai n of the 10ngitudinal reinforce-
ment tor oolumnsunder ordinary 1oad1ng.
In this investigation only axial compressive loading'was
used. No tests were made on columns sUbjeoted to combined bend-
ing and direct stress. Also, no tests have been made in which
the effect of flow on the stresses in flexural members were in-
vestigated~ This investigation has d.~~strated that for rein-
forced ooncretecolumns the strength of the column depends upo~
the sum ot the strengths of the concrete 6,11(J. the relnforeement.
regardless of the ratiO of the m.oduli ot eltisti61tyo However.
. {til fhe e,,"erele
the plastic deforma.tion is such that the modulus of elasticity
or Its equilva,l.ent is constantly ohang1.ng under sustained load.
'I;
If this eqjdltion is 'also true for concrete subjected to flex-
'-./?1:"· ..
ural stress. the magn~.~de of the stress in the tension steel
cf a. reinforced concrete beam after the beam has been l;oaded
for some ''"time 1s of great importance. Tests an members subjeot-
ed to flexural: stresses should be made in suoh a way that some'
••
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generalization could be made as to what redistribution of
the bending moments initially present in an indeterminate
structure occurs when the plastio deformation of the con-
crete takes place under long time load•
••
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'rJJ3LE 8 - ;3UlJ :.AlUZED D.4.TA ON STHt~NGTH OF COl:CRSTE
average Average Cylinder streneth for Column,
Group Slump a b 0 d e f AV.
- in. It. per sq. in.
A 2-1/2 3!J20 3800 3980 3610 3950 3620 3700 3780
B* 4-1/4 4030 4180 4250 4170 4240 3970 4130 4140
C 3 3040 3630 3720 2850 3210 3790 3240 3430
D 3-1/4 3360 3320 3490 3260 3360
* Tested at 112 days, re~ainder at 56 days
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10 4250 1.2 4 0.60 8e,000 154,000 242 275 33 1.25Av. 1.69
15 3040 2 4 1.06 88,000 110,000 198 290 92 2.21
16 3630 2 4 1.06 88,000 128,000 216 301 85 1.99
17 3720 2 4 1.06 88,000 135,000 223 322 99 2.32
22 3360 2 6 1.06 133,000 12C,OOO 253 339 86 1.96
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